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“It’s important
to create a
layering effect
with textures.”

25

— Lana Helda —
Lana Helda Interior Design
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“The devil is in the details,
don’t forget accessories

— Laura Casey —
Laura Casey Interiors
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DESIGNER TIPS

my favorite vintage and
consignment shops before
shelves and side tables with
interesting objets, it gives the
room a personal, lived-in

We asked local and national designers to offer us some
of their BEST tips and favorite rules of thumb for design.
We’ve compiled them all here for one easy go-to list,
so get out your marker and circle your favorites.

— Lindsey Coral Harper—
LCH Interiors

Christopher Peacock Rodney Hines Lana Helda Laura Casey Traci Zeller Teri Thomas
Amy Vermillion Melissa Armstrong Erin Dougherty Lindsey Coral Harper
Phoebe Howard Jonathan Adler Ron Sperry Circa Interiors Thom Filicia Tanda Jarest
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“Every
room
needs
something
of
quality.”

Paint the
banister
black,
it makes
all the
difference!

“Lighting is one of my favorite
places to splurge on an investment
piece, because it isn’t subject to the
wear and tear of many other design
elements. To calculate the diameter
of an appropriately sized fixture,
add the dimensions of the room
(12 feet by 14 feet, for example,
would be 12+14). That number in
inches (here, 26 inches) is a guideline for the fixture’s diameter.”
— Traci Zeller —
Traci Zeller Designs
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“Don’t be afraid
to mix high-end
with affordable.
The high-end
usually brings the
affordable up.”

“Be well-read! Books are a wonderful way
to add an extra layer and personalize your
space. They not only speak to your interests
and provide an interactive component to a
space, but they also add depth, color and
visual texture. Layered books on a coffee
table or a stack of books next to a chair
or sofa can add an unexpected element of
interest that helps to tell your story and
speak to your point of view.”

— Circa Interiors —

— Teri Thomas—
Teri Thomas Interiors
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— Thom Filicia —
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“When in
doubt,
simple is
better!”
— Traci Zeller —
Traci Zeller Designs

“I typically suggest an island
5’ wide by 8’ long. You don’t
want it to look like an aircraft
carrier, and when cleaning up,
you want to be able to reach
across it effortlessly.”
— Christopher Peacock—
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“When hanging draperies
always take the rod all the
way up & mount it under
your crown molding.
This way your ceilings
will appear taller and make
the room feel larger.”
— Circa Interiors —
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“Measure, measure,
measure and don’t be
afraid to make things in
pieces. Often people have
large rooms and high
ceilings, however, elevators,
doorways and hallways are
usually never as large and
aren’t as forgiving.”
— Lindsey Coral Harper—
LCH Interiors
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— Melissa Armstrong—
Melissa Armstrong Interiors

— Ron Sperry—
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“Good upholstery is worth its
price tag - if necessary put a less
expensive fabric on a higher
end frame and you’ll be able
to reupholster it for years to
come. Cheap upholstery not only
looks bad, it becomes
uncomfortable very quickly.”
— Amy Vermillion —
Amy Vermillion Interiors
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— Rodney Hines —
High Cotton Home

“An easy and affordable way
to update a space is to switch
out the lighting. There are so
many great options out there
nowadays for chandeliers,
sconces and lamps that
will quickly add a pop of
color or interest.”
— Melissa Armstrong—
Melissa Armstrong Interiors

“Always buy a
chandelier that is
bigger than you
think you need and
more expensive
than you think
you can afford.”

“A quick way to
update any room
is by changing out
tired lighting. Buy
a new pair of lamps
and replace existing
something more
modern!”
— Erin Dougherty—
Isabella

“When selecting
linens for your Master
Bedroom, go with white
or ivory linens. Mix up
the textures, but keep
the bed neutral and add
color with pillows, lamps
and art. I’ve had an all
white bed for years
and still love how
fresh it looks!”
— Erin Dougherty—
Isabella

— Jonathan Adler —

“Don’t use standard dust
ruffles. Most ready-made dust
ruffles are 15” to 16” long,
unlined, and skimpy looking.
I think it is well worth the
money to have one custom
made and properly fitted
for your bed. I usually make
dust ruffles 18” to 21” long,
depending on the thickness of
the mattress and the overall
height of the bed.”
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“I tell my clients to buy
the absolute best they can
afford. It is much better
to spend wisely on fewer
pieces than try and fill a
room up with poor quality
furnishings that they will
have to soon replace.”

“Think outside the box! Dining
rooms don’t have to be dining
rooms, but can instead double as
libraries or home offices. Buffets
are a great choice for storage in
living rooms. There’s no reason
to use a “baby” dresser in a
nursery. What matters the most
is how your home works for, and
grows with, your family.”

— Amy Vermillion —
Amy Vermillion Interiors

— Traci Zeller —
Traci Zeller Designs

— Phoebe Howard—
Mrs. Howard
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“You should spend the
money first on the
rooms that you live
in the most.“

“Know when to edit.
Sometimes great design ideas
get lost when there are too
many of them fighting for
attention. Choose the one you
like best and execute it to the
best of your ability. Save all
of those other great ideas for
the next room, where they,
in turn, can be noticed and
appreciated.”

“Don’t overcrowd
bookshelves, mantels or
side tables with too many
picture frames. Try to
pick the very best ones and
then mix in with other
accessories.”
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“Substitute texture for
color. Nothing adds more
warmth and authenticity
to a home than a variety
of textures. Adding high
contrasting textures such
as polished nickel, linen,
velvet, stone and salvaged
wood can create depth
and appeal to the sense of
touch as well as sight.”
— Ron Sperry—

“For hot summer nights, use crisp cool
Egyptian cotton percale sheets.
Make sure the cotton is the best
— a true long staple Egyptian cotton
set of sheets should cost you about a
dollar per thread. For example,
300 thread count Queen set should
be somewhere around $300/set.
Anything less than that is probably an
inferior product or an imposture!”

Make use of colored
It adds a soft glow that

— Phoebe Howard—
Mrs. Howard

— Tanda Jarest —
Opulence and Duxiana
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